
Digital Learning 
Platform!



Context 
 
•  There is an aspiration for a more open BBC working with the 

widest range of partners.!

•  This session was an opportunity to begin exploring the potential 

for how BBC Online and Bitesize can become a more open 

learning platform, where content from the BBC and other 

providers sits side by side for the benefit of learners. !



Aims for the session 
 
•  Understand the opportunities for collaboration !

•  Understand the requirements for collaboration!

•  This will enable us to develop a clearer vision for how this might 

work, what the opportunities and benefits are, and what some of  

the challenges are !



What did we do?  

Organisations identified              
opportunities relevant to their      

business and audience  !

Organisations created an improved   
learning journey using features from 

an open learning platform!+!



Participants 



Opportunities for collaboration 



Opportunities for organisations 

Based on this session, organisations don’t see the main benefit of an open 
platform as improving their products with our features/functionality.!

 !
Rather, they want to use our content to enrich their own platform’s 

experiences, or use our reach as a means to drive traffic to their platforms.!



Business benefits of an open 
learning platform 

1.  Access to more varied content to        
embed with their own services !

2.  Increase new users through leads from
 other sites!

3.  Increase trust in content/brand!
4.  Better insight to make better business 

decisions !
5.  Increase profile of digital learning !
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Better insight to make better business decisions !

Access to more, varied content to embed within own services!

Increase new users through links from relevant platforms!

Increase profile of digital learning to grow category!

Increasing trust in your content/brand!

Improve 'stickiness' of service to increase time spent!

Number of partners who identified the benefit!



Useful features identified   
!
•  Diagnostic test to assess level and recommend content !
•  API to embed Bitesize content !
•  Shared, searchable index of resources against curriculum criteria or themes !
•  Onward journeys to relevant third party resources !

•  BBC clips and content available to third-party learning services!
•  Tag current affairs content to relevant curriculum (exams)!
•  Progress tracker (transportable learning profile) !
•  Access to performance data for all content !
•  Gamification to encourage more usage !
•  P2P – ask a friend functionality !
•  Student Q&As voted up and down !

Most popular !
features!

Less popular !
but identified !
features!



Requirements for collaboration 



Requirements for collaboration 

When constructing their learning journeys around a shared platform, all 
organisations constructed their journeys to improve content surfacing and     

analysis rather than creating new functionality to change their services. !



What do we know we need?  
•  We need a link data platform to make this collaboration easier!
•  We need a single sign-on and API that could be exposed!
•  We need to tie content to formal learning goals!
•  We need a platform that knows the characteristics of users and how we can 

make recommendations from that !
•  We need to know how Bitesize could work with third party providers!
•  We need an open standards reward system !
•  Service level agreement model (see OCR exam board) which grants 

particular providers expertise in certain areas !



What are the big unknowns?  
•  How could learning organisations give content away for free and still make 

money? !
•  Is there a freemium model? Are pay walls going to be frustrating? !
•  How do we manage data privacy for learners?!
•  How would moderation work on a more open platform? !
•  Acceptance criteria for content on a potential shared platform – who has the 

final say? !



What do we need to find out?  
•  What are the process constraints for working between organisations?  !
•  How do we work with under- and over-13 year old sign-in data? !
•  How do we provide a safe environment for a community? !
•  How do we prove the impact of our content? !
•  How does free and paid content live together? !
•  How do we ensure our content works globally as well as in the UK? !
•  How do we make diagnostics age-appropriate? !
•  How do we create a flexible system that allows different companies to 

choose different levels of freely-available content? !
•  Can we make certain third party providers exclusive providers of specific 

types of content?!



Potential issues 
 
•   Moderation !
•  Rights Clearance !
•  Effective curation !
•  UK vs. Global company models !
•  Paid vs. free content (can we market ‘freemium’ content to kids?) !
•  Risk of bigger players expanding on into this platform space !



Implications for the BBC  
To expand on the key features and requirements identified, BBC Learning would 
need to consider the following implications:!
 !
•  Analytics: to create a truly valuable analytics system, content tagging would 

become a focus, as well as detailed analytics to see how content is performing 
with users !

•  Content syndication and attribution: a popular feature was using BBC Bitesize 
content within their own services/sites!

•  Content recommendation: creating a fair and representative set of             
recommendations to learners from BBC partners will need robust            
reasoning behind it, as well as considering the user experience of some content 
existing behind a pay wall!



Appendix  



User journeys 

GOJIMO!

BANK OF ENGLAND!



SAM LEARNING!

TRUE TUBE!



SHOW MY HOMEWORK! MASSOLIT!



COLLINS/PG ONLINE!

VISUAL LEARNING !



REVISION BUDDIES!
TWIGS!


